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ACROSS 
 
1.  Things must be this to be in style in Bristol. (9) 
7.    The spurned Geisha’s story is told in one of 
these.(5) 
8.    Collective noun for creatures in an area.(4) 
11.  Thin gold covering.(4) 
14.  Financial support for charities etc..(4) 
15.  An incursion into enemy territory.(5) 

16.  Initially where military elite are schooled.(3) 

17.  A telling off might be delivered here.(4) 

18.  A 1970’s hit by Mr. Davies and co.(4) 

21.  A feature forming part of the England/Welsh 

border.(3) 

22.  In campanology terms these are often doom 

laden.(6) 

23.  Colloquially if you know these you are clever.(4) 

24.  In times of trouble the 23rd of these is often 

quoted.(5) 

27.  No chance of solving this crossword if you have 

this.(7) 

29.  Fled in front of this police department initially, 

completely inedible.(6Fled in front of this police 

department initially, completely inedible.(6) 

 

 

 

 
 

         For the Solution! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DOWN 

1. Best county in England??(7) 

2.   Initially correspondence handlers, no particular 

religion give a wet area. (4) 

3.   Initially take military fixing regiment from shop to 

get therapeutic establishment.(3) 

Haggard invented this lady but remove compass point 

to get initially dangerous     substance. (2) 

5.   Remove the first of “tech speak” to get gas. (5) 

6.   If you were this with Mr. Astaire you would win 

“Strictly” (6) 

9.  The right to run a country.(8) 

10. Not dirt free.(7) 

12. Poetic pairing to satin.(4) 

13. Old name for a spoilt, unruly child.(4) 

19.  Remove the first of hesitate to change.(5) 

20.  Go for this before automobile purchase.(1 and 4) 

25.  Take symbolic potassium from a fibre bag to get 

an physiological one.(3) 

26.  Bulbs that give bright show but initially not for 

planting.(3) 

28.  Initially this weaponless army would like you to 

sign “onto the wagon”. (2)       
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